The Security Academy Program is designed to provide industry-recognized Fortinet training and certification opportunities to the next generation of cybersecurity professionals. The Security Academy Program collaborates with academic institutions and non-profit organizations, around the world to help learners to become part of an elite group of skilled security professionals.

The program enables institutions and organizations to provide unique training and certification that were previously only offered to Fortinet customers, employees, and partners. Graduates of Authorized Security Academies leave with in-demand skills for protecting networks from global cyber threats.

The Fortinet Security Academy Program works with institutions to create a more diverse, equitable, and inclusive cyber workforce, bridging the gap between learning and careers;

- Prepare students for a career in network cybersecurity
- Enable Fortinet certification through lecture and hands-on practical application
- Build a skilled workforce, recognized in the industry as elite network security professionals

Fortinet NSE Certifications:
The Fortinet Network Security Expert (NSE) program is an eight-level training and certification program that is designed to provide interested technical professionals with an independent validation of their network security skills and experience.

A recent Fortinet skills gap survey found that 82% of organizations prefer to hire candidates with certifications.¹

94% of respondents believe their certifications have better prepared them for their current security role.
Fortinet Certification Program Courses and other training hours count towards CPE credits for (ISC)² credit.²

Fortinet sponsors training content and exam vouchers at each Authorized Security Academy site and supports instructor preparation.

For more information about the Security Academy Program or to apply to become an Academy, visit https://training.fortinet.com/local/staticpage/view.php?page=fnsa or contact us at academy@fortinet.com.